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APPENDIX-12

IN THE COURT OF CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE
LAKHIMPUR, NORTH LAKHIMPUR

                 Present: Sri  Akhtabul Ala, AJS
                                Chief Judicial Magistrate,
                                Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur,  
                                Assam

(Date of Judgment: 06-07-2022)

(G.R. Case No.1262/2016)
Boginadi P.S Case No.76/2016 dated 27-05-2016

COMPLAINANT     STATE OF ASSAM

REPRESENTED BY     Sri Prasanta Dutta, 
    Addl. P.P.

ACCUSED
1. Sri Bhaskar Jyoti Borah,
    Son of Sri Rupeswar 
    Borah,
    Village: Mazgaon,
    P.S: Boginadi,
    District : Lakhimpur, 
    Assam                             
    (A1)

REPRESENTED BY
    Smti. Manakshi 
    Buragohain, 
    Advocate
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APPENDIX-13

Date of offence 07-05-2016

Date of FIR 26-05-2016

Date of Charge Sheet 30-09-2016

Date of Framing of 
Charges/offence 
explanation

27-03-2018

Date of commencement 
of evidence

02-05-2018, 16-08-2018, 03-
01-2019, 14-10-2019, 25-10-
2021, 14-03-2022

Date on which judgment 
is reserved

27-06-2022

Date of Judgment 06-07-2022

Date of the Sentencing 
Order, if any

Nil

Accused Details:

Rank of
the

Accuse
d

Name of
Accused

Date
of

Arres
t

Date
Releas
e on
Bail

Offence
s

charge
d with

Whether 

Acquitted or 

convicted

Sente
nce

Impos
ed

Period of
Detention
Undergone
during Trial
for purpose
of Sec. 428

Cr.P.C.

A1 Sri 
Bhaska
r Jyoti 
Borah

Nil Nil Sec. 
279/338
IPC

Acquitted Nil Nil
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J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1. The brief matrix of the prosecution case is that one Sri

Dhiren Gogoi on 26-05-2016  had lodged an ejahar before

the In-charge of Chauldhowa Police Outpost informing that

on 07-05-2016 at about 9:30 AM while his son Sri Nitul

Gogoi was returning home in his motorcycle riding as a

pillion rider then the accused Sri Bhaskar Borah who was

riding the said motorcycle rode the said motorcycle rashly

and negligently for which he lost control on the N.H. 15

road  and  had  hit  a  cow  in  front  of  the  J.K.  Hotel  at

Chauldhowa  for  which  his  son  got  flung  out  from  the

motorcycle and sustained grievous injuries for which he

was shifted to the North Lakhimpur Civil Hospital and later

was taken to Guwahati for better treatment. Hence, the

case. 
2. The  said  ejahar  was  forwarded  to  the  Boginadi  Police

Station and the Officer-in-charge of Boginadi Police Station

on  receiving  the  ejahar  had  registered  a  case  vide

Boginadi P.S. Case No.76/2016 under section 279/338 of

IPC. The I.O on completion of investigation had submitted

charge sheet  under  section 279/338 of  IPC against  the

accused Sri Bhaskar Jyoti Borah to stand trial in the Court.
3. On receipt of the charge-sheet, cognizance of the offence

under section 279/338 of  IPC was taken as per  section

190(1)(b) of the Code of Criminal Procedure. The accused
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entered his appearance before the Court after receiving

the summons. Copies were furnished to the accused as

per  provision  contained  in  section  207  of  the  Code  of

Criminal  Procedure.  Substance  of  accusation  under

section 279/338 of IPC was explained to the accused to

which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.
4. The points which are required to be determined for a just

decision of this case are as follows:

(i) Whether the accused Sri Bhaskar Jyoti Borah (A1) on

07-05-2016  at  about  9:30  PM  had  been  riding  the

motorcycle bearing registration No. AS-07-H-5004 rashly

and negligently on the N.H. 15 road ?

(ii)  Whether the accused (A1) due to his such rash and

negligent riding of the motorcycle had hit a cow in front of

the J.K. Hotel at Chauldhowa on the N.H. 15 road for which

Sri Nitul Gogoi the son of the informant got flung out from

the motorcycle and sustained grievous injuries ?

5. During the trial the prosecution side examined 7 (seven)

PWs viz. Sri Mridul Gogoi as PW-1, Sri Dhiren Gogoi as PW-

2, Sri Nitul Gogoi as PW-3 Sri Birinchi Kumar Borgohain as

PW-4,  Dr.  Hiten Kumar Bordoloi  the M.O as PW-5,  Smti.

Chinu Das as PW-6 and Inspector Uttam Kumar Doley the

I.O of this case as PW-7. The prosecution had exhibited
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the ejahar  as  Ext-1  and the signature of  the informant

therein as Ext-1(1), the injury report of the victim as Ext-2

and  the  signature  of  the  M.O  therein  as  Ext-2(1),  the

rough sketch map of the place of occurrence as Ext-3 and

the signature of the I.O therein as Ext-3(1), the seizure list

as Ext-4 and the signature of the I.O therein as Ext-4(1),

the  charge-sheet  as  Ext-5  and the signature of  the I.O

therein as Ext-5(1). 

6. The statement under section 313 of the Code of Criminal

Procedure  of  the  accused  (A1)  was  recorded  and  he

declined to adduce evidence in defence.

7. I have heard the argument of both sides and thereupon

come to the following finding:

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

8. To  decide  the  aforesaid  points  of  determination  let  us

have a  proper  scrutiny  of  the  evidence of  the  PWs on

record.  For  that  it  would  be  apposite  to  extract  herein

below the core of the prosecution evidence vis-à-vis the

defence stand:

9. Now the PW-1 Sri Mridul Gogoi in his evidence testified

that he neither knows the informant nor the accused. He

only had heard about a bike accident taking place about
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1-2  year(s)  back  but  he  had  not  witnessed  the  said

accident. 

10. So it can be seen that the PW-1 Sri Mridul Gogoi is a

mere hearsay witness  and he has no direct  knowledge

about the accident.

11. PW-2 Sri Dhiren Gogoi who is the informant of this

case  testified  in  his  evidence  that  the  victim  Sri  Nitul

Gogoi is his son and he knows the accused as he is the

classmate of his said son. 

12. PW-2 Sri Dhiren Gogoi narrating about the incident

stated that on 07-05-2016 the accident occurred near the

Chauldhowa bridge on N.H. 15. He at that time was in his

residence and at about 7:00 PM his son had called him

over phone and informed him that he was returning from

Dhakuakhana  with  the  accused  viz.  Bhaskar  on  his

motorcycle. Thereafter at about 9:30 PM Sri Bhaben Gogoi

the nephew of  the PW-2 had informed him over  phone

that  his  son  Sri  Nitul  Gogoi  met  with  a  motorcycle

accident  at  Chauldhowa  and  he  was  being  brought  to

Boginadi Medical.

13. PW-2 stated that he as such visited Boginadi Medical

and  came  to  know that  his  son  was  brought  to  North
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Lakhimpur Civil  Hospital  for  which he visited there and

found his  son  to  be  in  an  unconscious  state  with  little

movement  of  his  hands  and legs  and he was bleeding

from his ears and his clothes were torn at left arm. 

14. PW-2 stated that on receipt of the C.T. scan report he

could come to know that his said son had severe injury on

his brain for which he was referred to Dispur Hospital. His

said son was taken there and undertook treatment as an

indoor patient for 45 days. 

15. PW-2  in  his  cross-examination  stated  that  his  son

Nitul Gogoi had told him over phone at 7:00 PM that he

was  at  Dhakuakhana  and  was  returning  back  with  the

accused. PW-2 further stated in his cross-examination that

his son had told him later that he was riding the bike from

Ghlilamara  to  Chauldhowa.  PW-2  further  stated  in  his

cross-examination that he does not know who was riding

the bike at the time of the alleged accident and also he

cannot say due to whose fault the accident occurred. PW-

2  further  stated  in  his  cross-examination  that  he  had

lodged a MACT case for compensation. 

16. PW-3 Sri  Nitul  Gogoi  the victim of  this  case in  his

evidence testified that  the  accused is  his  school  friend

and had studied with him from the childhood. On the day
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of  accident  he  went  to  attend  a  programme  at

Dhakuakhana where he was supposed to play guitar  in

the  Fat  Bihu  function.  PW-3  stated  that  while  he  was

returning home he rode the bike till he visited his friend

viz.  Sri  Dibyajyoti  Dutta  at  Jaypur.  The accused at  that

time was waiting at the road and was drunk. PW-3 stated

that the accused rode the bike while he sat at the back.

Then the bike hit a cow on the road at Chauldhowa after

which  he  does  not  know  what  had  happened.  He  was

treated at Dispur Hospital and that his treatment is still

continuing. 

17. PW-3 in his cross-examination stated that he came

with the accused on that bike. He denied the suggestion

of  the  defence  that  he  was  riding  the  said  bike  from

Jaypur to Chauldhowa. PW-3 further stated in his cross-

examination that had he would not had rode the said bike

on that day he could not have saved himself. 

18. The learned defence Counsel contended at the time

of argument that  it  was the victim who was riding the

motorcycle at the time of incident and they have cooked

up a false story to get benefit in the MACT case which

they have filed. There is a contradiction in the version of

PW-2 Sri Dhiren Gogoi and PW-3 Sri Nitul Gogoi as the PW-
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2 in his cross-examination has stated that his son i.e. PW-

2 Sri Nitul Gogoi had told him that he was riding the bike

from  Ghilamara  to  Chauldhowa.  The  accident  had

occurred  at  Chauldhowa  and  so  it  is  clear  that  at  the

relevant  point  of  time  Sri  Nitul  Gogoi  was  riding  the

motorcycle. Further, the learned defence Counsel pointed

out to the cross-examination of PW-3 Sri Nitu Gogoi that

he had stated in his cross-examination that had he would

not have rode the bike on that  day he could not  have

saved himself. The learned defence Counsel pointed that

the said statement of the PW-3 Sri Nitul Gogoi sufficiently

goes  to  show  that  it  was  he  who  was  riding  the

motorcycle at the time of incident. 

19. The learned Addl. P.P. per contra had argued that PW-

2 Sri Sri Dhiren Gogoi categorically stated in his evidence

that it was the accused who was riding the bike and as

such his evidence cannot be doubted. 

20. Now if we have a look at the evidence of other PWs it

can be seen that PW-4 Sri Birinchi Kumar Borgohain in his

evidence  stated  that  he  knows  the  informant  and  the

accused  but  he  does  not  know  anything  about  the

incident. So PW-4 has no idea about the incident.
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21. PW-5 Dr. Hiren Kumar Bordoloi the M.O of this case in

his  evidence  stated  that  on  28-05-2016  while  he  was

working as Medical Report Department Officer at Dispur

Hospital  Private Limited,  Guwahati  then on that day he

had examined Sri Nitul Gogoi in connection with Boginadi

P.S.  Case  No.76/2016  under  indoor  registration

no.1543/16-17  with  alleged  history  of  road  traffic

accident. PW-5 further stated that on examination of Sri

Nitul Gogoi he could find closed head injury with SAH and

IVH and the injury was grievous in nature, caused by blunt

object. 

22. Now the evidence of PW-5 the M.O goes to suggest

that the victim Sri Nitul Gogoi had met with an accident

and had sustained injury. 

23. Now the defence side has not denied the accident

that has occurred but they are taking the plea that it was

not the accused who was riding the motorcycle at that

time. 

24. Now let us have a look at the evidence of other PWs

as well.

25. PW-6 Smti.  Chinu Das stated in  her  evidence that

she neither knows the informant nor the accused and she
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knows nothing about the incident. So PW-6 has no idea

about the incident. 

26. Now again PW-7 Inspector Uttam Kr. Doley the I.O of

this  case  deposed  that  he  had  conducted  the

investigation of this case and in course of his investigation

he  had  recorded  the  statement  of  the  victim  and  the

witnesses and that he had visited the place of occurrence

and had prepared the rough sketch map of the place of

occurrence. He had seized the motorcycle of the accused

as  well  as  its  documents.  He  had  also  collected  the

medical report of the victim and after investigation he had

handed  over  the  case  diary  to  the  Officer-in-charge

concerned and basing on his investigation SI Dinanath Mili

had filed charge sheet in this case against the accused

Bhaskar Jyoti Borah under section 279/338 of IPC.

27.  Now the PW-3 Sri Nitul Gogoi in his evidence stated

that the accused was drunk at the time of incident but he

didn’t  state  that  how he could  come to  know that  the

accused was drunk. PW-7 the I.O in his evidence stated

nothing  about  any  such  finding  of  the  accused  being

drunk in course of his investigation. There is no medical

report or  any other evidence to show that the accused

was  drunk  at  the  time of  incident.  Now PW-3  Sri  Nitul
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Gogoi who is the sole eyewitness in this case stated that

the bike had hit a cow on the road near Chauldhowa and

so from the said statement of PW-3 it transpires that the

accident  occurred  at  Chauldhowa.  Now  the  PW-2  Sri

Dhiren Gogoi the father of the victim Nitul Gogoi in his

cross-examination has stated that his son while narrating

him about the incident had told him that it was he who

was riding the bike from Ghilamara to Chauldhowa. So the

version of PW-3 Sri Nitul Gogoi has been contradicted by

his father i.e. PW-2 Sri Dhiren Gogoi in that regard as it

appears from the evidence of PW-2 that it was the victim

Sri Nitul Gogoi who was riding the bike at Chauldhowa as

narrated by the victim Nitul  Gogoi himself to his father

that  he  was  riding  the  bike  at  Chauldhowa  and  the

accident in fact had occurred at Chauldhowa which has

been confirmed by  the  PW-3 Nitul  Gogoi  as  well.  So  it

evidently goes to show that at the time of accident the

bike was rode by the PW-3 Nitul  Gogoi  himself.  So  the

aforesaid contradiction goes to cast a doubt in the version

of PW-3 Sri  Nitul  Gogoi  that whether it  was in fact the

accused  who  was  riding  the  motorcycle  that  time  or

whether  to  the  contrary  it  was  the  victim  Nitul  Gogoi

himself who was riding the bike at the time of incident. 
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28. Now as discussed above,  the prosecution failed to

lead any cogent evidence to show that the accused was

drunk at the time of incident as there is no medical report

or any breath test analysis report of the accused to show

that he was drunk. Moreover, even if we go to believe the

evidence of PW-3 Sri Nitul Gogoi that it was the accused

who was riding the bike at the time of incident then also it

can be seen that the PW-3 Sri Nitul Gogoi nowhere stated

that  the  accused  was  riding  the  motorcycle  in  a  high

speed or in any rash and negligent manner.  Rather,  he

stated that the motorcycle had hit a cow on the road. Now

cows are not meant to stray on the road and if any cow

got on the road while straying then it will always pose a

threat to the vehicle commuters on the road as they may

meet  up  with  an  accident  due  to  such  cows  suddenly

coming  to  the  road.  In  the  given  case  too  from  the

evidence on record it can be seen that the PW-3 Sri Nitul

Gogoi has not stated anything about the accused rashly

and  negligently  riding  the  motorcycle  but  had  simply

stated about the bike to have hit a cow. So in the given

position  too  from the  evidence  on  record  it  cannot  be

jumped to the conclusion that the accused had rode his

motorcycle rashly and negligently as it might well have

been an inevitable accident beyond the control of a driver

or rider to evade due to the sudden advent of a cow on
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the  road.  Hence,  in  the  given  position  it  cannot  be

concluded straight away that the accident occurred due to

the fault of the rider i.e. the accused and if also cannot be

concluded  that  the  accused  was  riding  the  motorcycle

rashly and negligently. 

29. So from the above discussion it can be seen that the

prosecution has failed to  show any cogent  evidence to

prove  that  it  was  the  accused  who  was  riding  the

motorcycle at the time of accident or that the accused

was riding the motorcycle rashly and negligently. 

30. Consequently,  both  the  aforesaid  points  of

determination are held in negative. 

31. The prosecution has failed to prove the case against

the  accused (A1)  under  section  279/338  of  IPC  and as

such he is acquitted from the said offences and is set at

liberty.

The seized articles be retained with the lawful owners.

Let  a  copy  of  this  Judgment  be  sent  to  the  District

Magistrate, Lakhimpur.

Bail bonds are extended to further six months from today.
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The judgment is delivered and operative part of the same

is pronounced in the open court on this the 6th day of July,

2022. 

                                                          Sd/-

                                                             (Sri Akhtabul Ala)
         Chief Judicial Magistrate,

             Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur  
Dictated & corrected by me-

                  Sd/-

    (Sri Akhtabul Ala)
Chief Judicial Magistrate,
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur

Transcribed & typed by-
Sri Narayan Chetri, Stenographer          

Contd. ………….. Appendix
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APPENDIX – 14

LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT WITNESSES

A.  Prosecution:

RAN
K

NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESSES, POLICE

WITNESS, EXPERT
WITNESS, MEDICAL
WITNESS, PANCH
WITNESS, OTHER

WITNESS)
PW1 Sri Mridul Gogoi Other witness
PW2 Sri Dhiren Gogoi Other witness
PW3 Sri Nitul Gogoi Eye witness
PW4 Sri Birinchi Kumar 

Borgohain

Other witness

PW5 Dr. Hiren Kumar 

Bordoloi

Medical witness

PW6 Smti. Chinu Das Other witness
PW7 Inspector Uttam 

Kumar Doley

Police witness

B.  Defence Witnesses, if any:

RAN
K

NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESSES, POLICE

WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS,
MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH
WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

DW1 Nil Nil
DW2 Nil Nil
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C.  Court Witnesses, if any:

RAN
K

NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESSES, POLICE

WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS,
MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH
WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

CW1 Nil Nil
CW2 Nil Nil

LIST OF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE/ COURT EXHIBITS
A. Prosecution:

Sr.

No

.

Exhibit Number Description

1 Ext-1 Ejahar 
2 Ext-1(1) Signature of the informant
3 Ext-2 Injury report of the victim
4 Ext-2(1) Signature of the M.O
5 Ext-3 Seizure list
6 Ext-3(1) Signature of the I.O
7 Ext-4 Rough sketch map of the P.O.
8 Ext-4(1) Signature of the I.O
9 Ext-5 Charge sheet

10 Ext-5(1) Signature of the I.O

B.Defence:
Sr.

No

.

Exhibit Number Description

1 Exhibit D-1/DW-1 Nil
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2 Exhibit D-2/DW-2 Nil

C.Court Exhibits:
Sr.

No

.

Exhibit Number Description

1 Exhibit C-1/CW-1                      Nil
2 Exhibit C-2/CW-2                      Nil

D.Material Objects:
Sr.

No

.

Exhibit Number Description

1 MO1       Nil
2 MO2       Nil

 Sd/-

                                                      (Sri Akhtabul Ala)
  Chief Judicial Magistrate,

      Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur
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